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Double-density storage increases standard disc capacity without 
requiring modifications to the drive unit. Evaluation of different 
encoding, decoding, and format schemes shows how each impacts 
critical design considerations 
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E ver increasing data storage req uirements have 
caused designers to investigate new methods of ex
panding the 410k-byte sing le-density capacity of the 
standa rd 8" ( 20-cm ) fl oppy d isc. Double-density encod
ing, double-sided reco rding, and double-tr ack density are 
the meth ods most often evaluated . Of these three, onl y 
double-density encoding has the advantage of doubling 
the system disc capacity with the same fl oppy d isc drive 
used for single density. Additionall y, improvements in 
head and med ia resolutions have made double-density 
encod ing a highl y reli able storage techniq ue. 

To do uble disc data density, one of several di fferent 
encod ing and decoding schemes can be implemented. Of 
these, modi fi ed freq uency m odulation encoding h as be
come virtually the industry standard because of support 
by IBM as well as by several fl oppy disc controller 
chip man ufacturers. With this method, twice as many 
data b its can be written on the disc medium than with 
single-density encoding. This increased storage impacts 

the des ig n of the disc controller and the format o f the 
medium. It also makes the decoding of data bits more 
susceptible to bit shift problems, in which bits are 
shifted a way from their nomina l positions. These e ffects 
must be carefu lly considered in the design of a double
density disc controller if soft error rates comparable to 
those of single-density drives ( 1 in 1QH bits) are to be 
mainta ined. 

Single-Density Encoding Schemes 

The fact that double-density controllers are more com
plex in design is easily explained by examining the dif
ferences between single- a nd double-density encoding. 
Parameters of various single- and double-density schemes 
are compared in the Table. 

Frequency modulati on (FM), based on the IBM 3740 
'meth od of encoding I Fig 1), is the industry standard 
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Slngle· and Double-Density 
Encoding Parameters 

Parameter FM 

Bit Cell 4 µ.S 

Flux Changes/Cell 2 

Flux Changes/in 6536 

Data Rate (kilobits/s) 
Storage Device 250 
System 250 

Frequency Ratios 2/1 

Bit to Bit Spacings 2 µS 
4 µ S 

Diskette Capacity 410 
(ki lobytes) 

method of single-density encoding. With this scheme, a 
clock bit is written at the beginning of each bit cell, and 
data bits are written between clock pulses. Each bit cell 
is 4-µs wide with the data bit written in the middle of 
the cell, or 2 µs after the clock bit. Effectively, this 
scheme amounts to two flux changes per bit cell. 

To decode a data bit in single-density recording, the 
data separator generates a 2-µs data window 1 µs after 
the clock pulse. Therefore, the data window-centered 
around the expected position of the data bit-allows the 
presence or absence of a data bit to be detected. Due to 
the 2-µs size, bits, even if shifted, are still likely to re
main inside the window. 

A constant bit cell reference, provided by the clock bit, 
simplifies encoding and decoding with this scheme (Fig 
2 ) . Many large scale integrated (LSI) disc controller 
chips are available to handle single-density data encoding 
and disc drive interfacing. The data separator circuit 
required to decode single density usually consists of 
simple timing circuits that generate the 2-µs data window. 

Higher-Density Encoding Schemes 

Three double-density encoding schemes are presently used 
to increase floppy disc capacity: modified frequency 
modulation (MFM), modified-modified frequency modu
lation ( M 2FM), and group coded recording ( GCR). Each 
scheme increases disc capacity by replacing clock bits 
with data bits, using slightly different techniques. In 
each scheme, data rate as well as drive capacity is in
creased. The increased data rate might not affect con
troller design since most controllers incorporate a data 
buffer to transfer data asynchronously. Encoding 
schemes, however, do affect disc controller design. 
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Record ing Technique 
MFM M"FM GCR 

2 µS 2 µS 1.6 µS 

1 1 1 

6536 6536 8170 

500 500 625 
500 500 500 

2/1 2.5/1 3/1 

2 µ S 2 µ S 2 µS 
3µS 3 µ S 3.2 µS 
4 µS 4 µ S 4.8 µ S 

5 µS 

820 820 820 

MFM Encoding 

With available head and media technology, MFM en
coding is the most easily implemented and may become 
the industry double-density standard. It is used in the 
IBM Syslem/ 34 and in all available double-density LSI 

disc controller chips. MFM encoding doubles floppy disc 
data capacity to 820k bytes by replacing the clock bit 
positions (used in FM encoding) with data bits (Fig 1). 
This scheme reduces the size of the bit cell by one-half to 
2 µs, thereby doubling data bit capacity. 

Clock bits are still used , but are written only when 
data bits are not present in both the preceding and 
the current bit cell. As a result, there is only one Aux 
change per bit cell. Clock bits are written at the begin
ning of the bit cell, while data bits are written in the 
middle, or 1 µs after the bit cell's leading edge. 

To decode data bits in MFM encoding, a data separator 
must generate a 1-µs data window and a 1-µs data win
dow complement for a clock window. Because not every 
bit cell has a clock pulse, the data/ clock windows can
not be timed from the clock pulse. Instead, the data 
separator must continuously analyze the bit position in
side the windows so that the data/ clock windows remain 
synchronous with the data / clock bits. Ideally, the bit will 
appear at the center of the window. However, data bits 
can shift outside the 1-µs data window due to bit-shift 
effects. 

Consequently, data separator design, as well as overall 
disc controller design, for double-density encoding is 
more complex than for single-density encoding. Present 
LSI controller chips can handle the drive interface, double
density encoding function, and bit-shift pattern detection. 
However, bit-shift compensation circuits and a high reso
lution analog data separator must be added (Fig 2 I. 
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Despite these constraints, disc controller design for MFM 

is simpler than that for either of the other two double. 
density encoding schemes. 

M2FM Recording Scheme 
Until recently, M 2FM has been the commonly used double
density encoding scheme, because the resolution of the 
medium and the read/ write head was not adequate for 
the 1-µs data window used in MFM. In M 2FM, a clock is 
written only if no data or clock bit is present in the pre· 
ceding bit cell, and no data bit occurs in the current 
cell. Because clock pulses are relatively isolated on the 
medium, the effect of bit shift on clock pulses is minimal. 
Therefore, a narrower clock window can be used to de
code the clock pulse. The width of the data window can 
thus be increased to 1.2 µs, which allows more margin 
for shifted data bits. 

Today's ceramic based read/ write heads have much 
better resolution than those used in the past. This head 
design reduces the effects of bit shift, and makes the 
window margin provided by M 2FM unnecessary. Addi
tionally, M 2FM is subject to a droop problem, which oc· 
curs in the read amplifier circuit when a low frequency 
pattern is read. 

GCR Encoding 
GCR encoding evolved from methods used in magnetic 
tape recorders. This method translates four data bits 
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0 0 Fig 1 FM vs MFM encoding schemes. 
MFM encoding doubles number of 
data bits on disc media by replacing 
clock bits used in FM encoding with 
data bits. Scheme reduces bit cell 
width from 4 to 2 µ,S and reduces 
data window to 1 µ,S 
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Fig 2 Single- vs double-density circuits. Ef
fects of bit shift require more complex cir
cuits for double-density floppy disc controllers 
than for single-density controllers. In addition 
to different encoding circuits, bit-shift com
pensation circuits are necessary, as well as 
high resolution analog data separator 
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into a 5-bit code during a write (Fig 3 ) . During a read , 
the 5-bit code is retranslated to four data bits; no clock 
bits are generated. Using data rates specified by drive 
manufacturers, this scheme results in an 80 % increase 
in density rather than a 100% increase. If the data ra te 
is increased to provide double density, the number of 
Au x changes per inch increases beyond reliable limits for 
floppy disc drives. This meth od requires m ore circuits 
to code, decode, and provide necessary lookup tables, and 
costs more than either of the other two double-de nsity 
encodin g schemes. 

Bit-Shift Calculations 

Bit shift occurs on any NRZ ( nonreturn to zero) reco rded 
medium- single or double density. Using the NRZ meth 
od, data a re recorded by r eversing polarity of current 
Aow for each Aux transition. This shift is, however , more 
noticeable with d ~uble density due to smaller bit cells 
a nd resulting smaller data/ clock windows. Some aspects 
of bit-shift phenomena are predictab le; other aspects 
are not. 

Pred ictable bit-shift effects result from normal read/ 
write head operation. Data are written when the read/ 
write head generates a Aux change in the gap of the 
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Fig 3 GCR encoding scheme. Four data bits are 
transl ated into 5-bit code during write ; for example, 
data pattern 1101 is encoded into se ria l bit stream 
01101 , according to GCR encode rules . To decode , 
data wi ndow is generated around ex pected position 
of each bit. Result is serial read data of 01101 , 
which must be decoded to 1101 by lookup table 
circuitry 

head, which causes a change in magnetiza ti on of the 
medium oxide. In reading, a current is induced into th e 
read/ write head when a Au x transition on the med ium is 
encountered . The current change is not instan taneous, 
since it takes a finite time to build up to peak a nd then 
Lo return to zero (Fig 4) . If Au x transitions are close 
together, the current buildup after one flu x transition de
cl ines, but it does not reach zero befo re a second transi
ti on begins. When current pulses are summed by the 
read/ write head, the peaks are shifted. A negati ve Au x 
change, for example, appears late because i t has been 
ad ded to the remnant o f a positi ve transition. 

This type of bit shift is predictable. Spacing between 
bits results in greater bit shift on the inner tracks ( 43 
to 76) of the fl oppy disc (Fig 5). On those t racks, bits 
can be expected to shift up to 350 ns. On the outermost 
tracks (00 to 421 , bit shift is negligible. 

However , other causes for bits shifting fr om the po
siti on where they a re written are not predictable. Varia
ti ons in disc drive ro tati onal speed can cause bits to 
shift by a constant, but unpredi ctable, amount. Drives 
a re specified as 360 r/ min ± 2 '.I< rota ti onal speed . The 
2 '.I< varia tion includes a l '/< a llowance fo r 120-Vac line 
frequ ency variations and a 1 '/, allowance for belt pulley 
tolerances. These va riati ons will shift bits by as much 
as ± 40 ns from their o rigina ll y written positions. 
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Fig 4 Bit-shift effects . During reading , bits are shifted 
predictably from their written positions as result of 
normal read / write head operation. When flux change 
occurs on medium, current is induced into read/write 
head . Current change is not instantaneous, since finite 
time is req uired to build up to peak and then to return 
to zero. If flux transitions are close together, current 
buildup after one flux transition declines , but does not 
reach zero before second transition begins. Peaks 
shift when current pulses are summed by read/write 
head 
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Fig 5 Bit shift vs track position. Significant 
bit shift occurs on innermost tracks of floppy 
disc (43 to 76) because bits on these tracks are 
packed closer together and therefore are more 
susceptible to bit shift. On outermost tracks 
(00 to 42) bit density is less , so that predictable 
bit shift is minimal 

Instantaneous speed changes, although smaller than 
rotational speed changes, also cause bits to appear 
shifted; this shifting effect varies from drive to drive. 
Write over, or i11complete erasure of, previously re
corded data can also shift bits. These shifts can range 
up to ±50 ns ; again, they are variable and unpredictable. 
Other variable compo11enls of bit shift include electrical 
noise, radial alignment (offtrack), and nonsymmetry of 
the read/ write head and associated electronics . 

A bit shift of up to ±450 11s can be expected. This 
number is obtained using observed figures for predictable 
and unpredictable components of bit shift. 

Double-Density Controller Chip Design 

Both predictable and unpredictable bit shifts must be 
accommodated in the design of a double-densi ty disc 
•controller if data are to be read reliably. Co11troller 
chips reliably perform MFM encoding and decoding. To 
compensate for predictable bit shift, however, compensa
tion circuits must be added, and the data separator cir
cuit must generate and positio11 a high resolution data 
window so that a bit can be read reliably even if un
predictably shifted . 

Despite the problems posed by bit shift, double-density 
controller design has been simplified with the recent in
troduction of LSI controller chips. For example, the NEC 

uPD765 and the Western Digital FDl 791 perform MFM 
encoding and decoding as well as pattern detection to 

provide signals that identify which bits will be predictably 
shifted. These chips also perform serial / parallel conver
sion , generate cyclic redundancy check ( CRC) characters 
for error detection, provide write current switches to 
reduce write current as density increases on the track, 
perform address mark detection for the IBM double-den
sity format, and furnish intelligent status reporting. Both 
chips interface to commonly available 8-bit microproces
sor based interface systems. Although they differ in soft
ware overhead and in hardware interface signals, the 
two chips are functionally the same_ 

Discrete logic circuit implementation of the same con
troller chip functions typi cally requires at least 60 to 70 
integrated circuits ( ICs), including a dedicated micro
processor, although greater format flexibility is possible 
than with the LSI chips, which require fixed gap lengths 
in the formats. Bipolar logic implementations of the same 
con troll er chip functions also result in a larger part 
co unt. Because some error detection functions can be 
performed in software, the bipolar parts count is some
what less than that of discrete logic parts. Sti ll , either 
method is substantially more complicated than the LSI 
chip implementation. 

Bit-Shift Compensation Circuits 

Since some aspects of bit shift can be predicted, it is 
possible to compensate for this shift within the design 
of the disc controller. Two methods currentl y being used 
are precompensation and poslcompensation. 

With precompensation, bits are deliberately shifted in 
the direction opposite that of the expected shift. As data 
are being written, the LSI controller chip detects bit 
patterns. From these bit patterns, the cont roll er calcu
lates which bit will shift in which direction. Since bit 
shift is negligible for the first 43 tracks of data, the 
co11troller issues no precompensation signal s until after 
track 43. 

For example, a 4 -bit pattern of 0110 on an inner track 
would cause the third bit to appear as much as 350 ns 
la ter than its nominal position. The controller chip, after 
detecting this late bit-shift pattern, would generate an 
ea rl y . signal, indicating that the third bit should be 
written earli er lo make it appear closer lo its nominal 
position when read. Conve rse ly, if the third bit were 
go ing to appear early , a late signa l would be generated 
so that the bit could be written late r. 

How ear ly or late the bit should be written is a fu11c
tion of its position in the data pattern and its track po
sition, among other .factors. The shift at middle and outer 
tracks ca11 range from 50 to 350 ns. For optimum pre
compensation in all cases, 150 to 175 ns of precompensa· 
tion is recommended for both ea rly and late bits. Timing 
circu itry that achieves this precompensation includes 
counters, shift registers, delay lines, and l-shot delay 
circui ts . 

For example, a 1-shot precompensation circuit (Fig 
6) is connected lo the controll er chip early- and late-bit 
signa ls. Based on precompensation of 175 ns, a .'\00-ns 
delay is used for an on-time bit, a 125-ns 1-shot delay is 
used for a bit to be written early, and a 475-ns 1-shot is 
used for a bit to be written late. The trailing edge of 
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each of these 1-shot pulses fires a fourth 1-shot to provide 
a standard width write pulse to the disc drive. 

Postcompensation alters the read signal rather than the 
write signal. Since bit shift is, in part, a function of read 
channel frequency response (phase characteristics), post
compensation circuitry changes the read signal after 
track 60 to compensate for bit shift. This IBM method is 
relatively new; floppy discs written on System/ 34 are 
incompatible with disc drives that do not use postcom
pensation. 

Data Separation 
Substantial reductions m the amount of bit shift can be 
achieved using either a pre- or post-compensation method. 
However, unpredictable bit shift can still occur. There
fore, special design consideration must be given to the 
type and resolution of data separator used in reading 
data bits from the disc. 

The bit stream transferred from the disc to the con
troller consists of composite clock and data bits. With 
single density, a data bit is decoded by a data window 
that is generated from the clock bit. In double density, 
the lack of consistent clock bits makes it impossible to 
generate a data window in this manner. Instead, the 
separator circuit must first determine the nominal po
sition of clock and data bits and then generate a 1-tts 
clock and data window that is centered around the bit 
positions. The more accurately the bit position can be 
determined and the tighter the resolution of the data 
window, the lower the soft error rate of the disc. 

The 1-tts data window must be centered on a bit that 
can potentially shift as much as ±450 ns. This shift leaves 
less than a 50-ns margin to the edge of the window; a 
data bit appearing on the edge of the data window could 
be read as a clock bit. The total error from the data 
separator circuit must therefore be less than ±50 ns. 
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Fig 6 Precompensation circuit. 
To compensate for predictable 
bit shift, circuit writes early bits 
that would normally be shifted 
late during reading . Conversely, 
bit expected to appear early is 
written late 

To determine the nominal bit position around which 
to center the window, the data separator must track data 
bit frequency changes. In this manner, even if an un
predictable bit shift occurs, the data separator can adjust 
the window's position to compensate for the change. 
Otherwise, the shifted bit could be positioned outside the 
window. To remain within the error rate specified by 
drive manufacturers, not more than 1 in ion bits can 
appear outside the window. With present technology, 
only an analog data separator based on a phase-lock loop 
technique can provide the necessary reliability. 

Digital data separators have lower resolution than an 
analog phase-lock loop type of separator, and cannot 
accurately determine the nominal position of the data 
bit around which to position the window. As a result, 
error rates higher than those specified may result from 
the use of digital data separators. 

For clarity, the performance of a typical digital data 
separator is examined. To generate a data window, a 
crystal clock is divided down by a value preloaded in 
a counter to create a 50/ 50 data/ clock window. Assum
ing that a 20-MHz clock is used, the smallest increment 
to which the window can be adjusted is the least signifi
cant bit (LSB) of the counter, which in this case is 50 
ns. The separator determines the nominal bit position 
around which to center the data/ clock window by sam
pling bit positions within the window. From sampling 
results, the data separator adjusts the window position 
us ing a feedback mechanism that changes the preload 
value in the counter. This effectively shifts the window 
position relative to the nominal bit position. 

The 50-ns resolution, however, creates a problem. As 
shown in Fig 7, if a bit is shifted a maximum of 450 
ns in one direction, the digital data separator will com
pensate by moving the window 1 LSB or 50 ns in that 
direction. If a subsequent bit is then shifted 450 ns in 
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Fig 7 Data separator timing diagrams. 
Unpredictable bit shift is handled different
ly by digital and analog data separators. 
Typical digital data separator, using 20-
MHz clock, provides 50-ns resolution. 
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the opposite direction, that bit will appear 50 ns outside 
the window, resulting in a misread. 

An analog phase-lock loop separator, on the other hand, 
has tighter resolution ( ± 1 ns) and handles bit frequency 
changes more reliably (Fig 7). With this method, a 
phase-lock loop locks onto the basic frequency of data 
bits read off the disc, and determines nominal bit posi
tions for data and clock bits by sampling every bit (clock 
and data). It uses the phase relationship between a bit 
and its window to vary the position of the window. By 
sampling each bit, the phase-lock loop determines the 
phase error between a bit and the frequency being gen
erated. 

Changes in the data window position depend both on 
an integration factor and on the amount of bit position 
error. For an integration factor of 100:1, the data win
dow would move 1 ns per bit cell for each 100-ns change 
in bit position, until the entire error had been compen
sated. 

Using the same example as described for the digital 
data separator, the phase-lock loop would detect the data 
bit shifted late by 100 ns. Then, the data window would 
be adjusted so that it appeared 1-ns late. If the next bit 
is shifted early, the analog separator would also detect 
that sh ift and position the next data window, not late, 
but early. In this manner, the phase-lock loop reliably 
tracks frequency changes. A block diagram of a typical 
phase-lock loop circuit is shown in Fig 8. 

Double-Density Formats 
In double density, data are encoded differently from 
single density, but are formatted more or less identically 
on the disc. Each of the 77 data tracks on a standard 
8" (20-cm) floppy disc is organized in data records, 
which are also referred to as sectors. Two methods of 

sectoring currently exist: hard and soft. In the more 
prevalent soft sectoring, the number of sectors and their 
length can vary. Optimum sector size for systems with 
small main memories and smaller data bases may be as 
low as 128 bytes. For those systems with larger main 
memories and large data bases, 256 or 512 bytes per 
sector may be optional. 

Soft sectoring is supported by IBM in both double- and 
single-density controllers. The double-density format 
shown in Fig 9 is used in the IBM System/ 34 and will 
likely become the industry standard. It is also the format 
supported by available LSI disc controller chips. Similar 
in most respects to the standard single-density format, the 
double-density format has the same number of sectors 
(26), each with twice as many bytes (256). 

Double-density format differs from single-density for
mat in the way an address mark is detected. An address 
mark flags the beginning of every index, identification 
(ID), and data field. In both single- and double-density 
recording, the address mark is unique in terms of its 
clock pattern; the single-byte single-density address mark 
contains two or three missing clock pulses. 

This method is modified for double density because 
dropping two or three clock bits in a row could cause 
the data separation circuit to lose synchronization. In 
double density, each of the first three bytes of a 4-byte 
address mark has one active data bit followed by four 
zero data bits. According to double-density encoding 
protocol, the three zero data bits should have an asso
ciated clock pulse. However, to make the address mark 
unique, the middle clock pulse is dropped. The respective 
address marks for index, identification, and data fields 
are made unique by their associated data pattern. For 
example, an index address mark has three C2 bytes 
(hexadecimal), followed by an FC byte; an ID address 
mark has three Al bytes followed by an FE byte; and 
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Fig 8 Analog phase-lock loop data separator. Input selector selects write clock sional as in
put to phase detector until start logic has detected synchronized area preceding address mark 
of formatted disc. At that point, input selector switches from write clock to read data as input to 
phase detector. Phase detector then begins sampling difference between read data and output 
of voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) . A + N counter continually divides VCO frequency down to 
same frequency as read data. Finally output of + N counter becomes data/clock window 

data has three A 1 bytes follow ed by an FB byle. This 
bit pallern is automatically generated by th e controller 
chip, as is th e CRC character at th e comple ti on o f th e 
data and ID fi eld . 

Obviously, LSI controller chips simplify disc form atting, 
but offer some limitations on formal fl ex ibility. l f a 
designer chooses to co nfi gure a custom form at, ce rtain 
design guidelines for gap length must be obserrnd if 
data are to be recorded reliably. 

Gap 1 of 22 bytes must be present if an index address 
mark is used to separate the ind ex address mark from 
the first identifi ca tion field. Gap 2 of 22 bytes, which sep
arates th e identifi cation and data fields, is necessa ry to 
protect th e ID field from erasure during a write. Gap 3 of 
54, bytes is a speed tole rance gap, which again protects 
the ID field if the medium is inte rchanged betwee n drives 
with different rotational speeds. Gap 4 is a lso a speed 
tolerance buffe r. This gap length is de te rmined by the 
difference between the formal length and the actual track 
capacity, which may va ry from drive to drive. 
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A double-density format I shown in Fig !) ) is, wi th 
some excepti ons, the same as a s ingle-dens ity format 
with gaps and da ta fi elds that are twi ce as long. 

Summary 

Improvements in head and med ia resolution have made 
double-density encoding a reliable meth od of doubling 
th e capaci ty of a fl oppy di sc from 41 Ok to H20k bytes. A 
minifloppy drive, using doubl e density, can increase its 
capacity from llOk to 220k bytes. Resea rch analysis 
into the problems of bit shift has enabled designers to 
reliably compensa te for bit-shift e ffects so that a mini
mum so ft error rate in excess of 1 in ] ()!l is possible with 
double-density encod ing. LSI controll e r chips have m ade 
double-density system design less complex, less time con
sumin g, and therefore less costl y. In addition , douhle
densily fl oppy di scs with doubled capacity can be im
plemented on single-dens ity drives. These capab iliti es 
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Fig Q Double-density form at. Defacto industry standard MFM double-density format. Within each sector, 
4-byte address mark flags beginn ing of every index, identification , and data field. Address marks are dis
tinguished from data by missing middle clock pulse in each of first three bytes . Index, JD ; and data 
field address marks each have unique data clock pattern 

shou ld broaden the applications of Aoppy disc drives 
and make systems with multiple Aoppy di sc drives more 
compact. 
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